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CLAIRE WILL 
Contact in Manchester is a creative arts space for young people, young leaders and young 
artists. Two thirds of the audience are under the age of 35 – fairly unusual in the arts. 
There’s a packed artist programme of touring and home-grown work, everything from hip-
hop theatre to spoken word and exhibitions, dance and drama. 
 
Claire played a clip of Contact’s artistic director, Baba Israel and one Contact’s young 
attenders Sakiv Chowdry explaining what Contact does in the form of freestyle and beat 
box created that was specifically crowd-sourced and created for the conference. I had 
previously Tweeted to my followers asking people to send in words to describe Contact 
(even if they hadn’t been there). Some of the words that I received were passed to Baba 
and Sakiv just before we turned the iPhone on to record them and they just improvised. It’s 
a really simple, effective way of crowd sourcing, of using social media, of engaging your 



audiences, and I’m going to post that online, so that everybody who sent in their words can 
see how they became a piece of art.  
 
This session will look at some experiences and offer tips and tools on how to measure 
social media in marketing campaign – specifically the impact on audience ticket sales and 
also on organisation and profile. It’s virtually impossible to accurately measure the impact 
of social media in marketing campaigns because it’s not just about numbers – it’s about 
conversations.  
 
At the Shift Happens conference recently Christian Payne (aka Documentally) put it 
brilliantly in his quote that says ‘PR folk are always asking, how do you measure the value 
of social media. I’m glad I don’t have to rate every conversation I have.’ Completely true.  
 
My original thoughts around this subject started rather aptly at last year’s AMA conference 
in Leicester. At quite a few of the workshops about social media and talking to a lot of other 
organisations I felt there were people out there who had been using it for one, two, even 
three years in their marketing campaigns and that we were at a point where we needed to 
look at how it was affecting us, and how to use it more cleverly and efficiently. 
 
I put this Tweet out at latest AMA’s conference, 23rd of July:  
 

 
 
 
(first tip of the day: archive important conversations. It was a nightmare, to locate that 
Tweet from last year) and people were talking about it at the conference and offline as 
well. Since then I’ve become quite excited by this subject. 
 
I’ve been trying to make sure that at Contact we’re trying to evaluate as we go along. We 
all know social media is really powerful, if we look at rock band Rage against the Machine 
getting to number one last Christmas beating X Factor’s Jo McEldry, it basically changed 
the course of history. Last week we heard that the Government are going to be crowd-
sourcing ideas about how to cut public spending through Facebook. This week arts 
organisations are directly lobbying Jeremy Hunt through Twitter.  
 



Why engage with this? 
• Arts organisations should be leading the way because we’ve got the creative 

content and the exciting art that people want to share with each other.  
• In theory we should also be open to taking more risks. Our brands are freer than 

most other organisations, so we should be the risk takers.  
• Social media is a free resource in terms of actual hard cash. 

 
Social media is changing audiences, we know that and it’s changing the way that we’re 
communicating with audiences. I would go one step further and say that it’s completely 
changing arts marketing. There has been a lot of talk in the last couple of years or so 
about art transcending spaces, so art being produced for non traditional spaces, not just 
for the auditorium or the gallery – at Contact in the last year we’ve an art installation 
produced for the roof of our building. We’ve had a range of stuff that’s been produced in 
non traditional spaces, but arts also happening online now.  
 
Contact has a YouTube channel where 
they post artistic work. Live streaming is 
another good example of that and this 
week Contact started their first live 
streaming with Contacting the World, the 
international young people's festival. We 
are online more and more, and our 
audiences are also online. 
 
It may be that some arts organisations 
don’t count online audience figures in 
statistical reports to funders and 
stakeholders but we should be. They are 
our audiences – what they’re seeing and 
the experience that they’re getting from 
us is different to if it was in the first 
person, but it’s no less powerful. Our 
online offer is becoming core to our 
creative output. 

 
At Contact our online communications are not just about marketing anymore, the 
marketing and the artistic world are merging like never before. We work so closely with our 
artistic director to produce our online concept and he creates video blogs and we produce 
video trailers. In my eyes marketing isn’t just about communicating the art anymore, it 
actually is becoming the art. If that’s not a really good reason to make sure that we’re 
measuring its impact and benchmark it, I don’t know what is. In addition, we also need 
benchmarks to make sure that we can work more efficiently and we need to be able to 
justify our use of social media to ourselves as marketers, to our boards, to our funders and 
to our teams. 
 
A project created last year by our Contact young actors company who do a show three 
times a year, was called Follow Me. It was their winter show and we worked with them on 
creating something that was centred on how social media is affecting young peoples’ lives. 
It is at #follow_me, so we could follow the conversations about it on Twitter.  
 
Follow me video played 
 
Follow Me was the first time we’d really had the opportunity to integrate the social media 
aspects of our marketing campaign with the show and also therefore be able to evaluate it 



and measure its impact. We really wanted audiences to be able to shape the production as 
well as obviously us marketing to them. The first thing we did was ask audiences through 
our social media channels, specially through Twitter and Facebook to send us in 
photographs of themselves with the words hash #follow_me.  
 
We then showed the images 
on a screen at the back of the 
stage during the show making 
the audiences become part of 
the show. We also had them 
shown on a screen on a 
projector in the foyer in the 
lead-up to the production. 
 
At Contact we have a lot of 
audiences who don’t 
necessarily have access to 
online. As with everything we 
do we try to make sure that we 
have that balance and with the 
photographs that we got sent 
in we created a flyer of the 
best images. 
 
Opposite is the Flickr gallery 
created with the images that 
were sent in: 
 
 
The numbers don’t sound massive compared to some of the speakers we’ve heard today, 
but in terms of a success for Contact it was brilliant, we had over a hundred entries and 
what was great about it was people were talking about it online, so they were sending stuff 
in and they were getting their mates to do it as well. When people sent their photographs 
into us to the Flickr gallery, we re-tweeted them as they came in. We put pictures on 
Facebook and did a ticket discount for anybody who sent in a photograph of themselves 
for the show. 
 
We posted the video trailer up on Facebook and also had footage of Baba doing an 
interview on Manchester’s TV station channel. We wanted Follow Me to have the audience 
even more integrated with the show and did some live crowd-sourcing in the production. 
We asked audiences to send us in words to follow this sentence, ‘if I followed you, where 
would you take me?’ We actively encouraged people to Tweet their answers when they 
were at the show sitting in the auditorium, but also people who sat at home and in the pub, 
(we sent those reminders out a couple of hours before the show went live). As they came 
through, they went up on a screen and the actors were improvising whatever was above 
their heads. 
 
Here are some of the slightly random answers out of the hundreds of entries that we 
received:  

• ‘Follow me to a dark room and I’ll show you how photo-shopping used to be done’  
• ‘Follow me in a revolt. Switch off and turn on real life, one that smells, sees, touches 

and feels for real’  
• ‘Follow me through the streets of Manchester and I might just have you arrested for 

stalking’  
• ‘Follow me into the surreal space where special moments are created and everyone 



has a space, there’s no fourth wall between me and you' 
 
In terms of results for the whole campaign it was quite eye opening. We know for a fact 
that only a handful of people who engaged with us, either submitting photographs or 
sending in Tweets for the show actually came to see the show. Twitter did not translate into 
ticket sales at all, but that doesn’t matter, because it got people talking. Facebook, on the 
other hand for Contact definitely does translate into ticket sales, and we’re increasingly 
seeing that.  
 
Measuring impact 
The first thing to say on it actually is that probably a lot of you are already measuring the 
impact, but you just don’t know you’re doing it, that was the key thing I discovered when I 
started to look at Contact's.  
 
Measuring impact quantitatively:  

• How many tickets were bought through a social media promotion that you did? 
Makesure that your box office is asking the question when people book tickets, 'did 
you hear about it through social media?' is an easy thing to implement.   

• Reach 
How many people re-tweeted your message that you put out there? Check out the 
Twitter analyser:   
 

 
 
 

Twitter Analyser shows you not just the number of people who re-tweeted your message, 
but how many people that actually reached in total. So, for example if three people re-
tweeted and they each had five hundred followers, that’s a total of 1500 people, plus your 
own followers who have seen that message.  
 



We also recently ran a 
competition via Facebook, for 
designers to design a banner 
and the winning design would 
be seen at Manchester 
Airport in all three terminals.  
Here you can find out how 
many people engaged with 
your competition – how many 
people sent in entries etc. 
  
 
Other ways of finding out impact and engagement from a quantitative angle include:  

◦ number of followers,  
◦ number of members you’ve got on Facebook,  
◦ number of fans you’ve got,  
◦ the number of replies you get or messages,  
◦ the number of Twitter lists you’re on, the number of responses to call 

outs, (we use Twitter a lot to get hold of new designers, to meet new 
artists, photographers, anybody we need), 

◦ the number of views you get on YouTube, how many people have looked 
at your footage from your channel,  

◦ the number of conversations that you’re having and comments about you 
- an easy way of looking at that on Twitter is just use a search function 

◦ and the number of new partnerships and relationships that you’re 
developing.   

 
Measuring impact qualitatively:  
Four Square is interesting in terms of brand loyalty and looking at relationships and the 
quality of relationships, what types of relationships have you developed through social 
media that you wouldn’t have had access to before.  
 
Barry (an actual person) went to an event about social media and they ran a competition to 
win a server for a website. Contact is looking at redeveloping theirs so it was a brilliant one 
for us to enter. We didn't win but when Barry got back to the office he thanked via Twitter 
the organisers very much for having us but it was a shame we didn't win the prize. Great 
thing to have said because the person who offered the prize in the first place saw his 
Tweet and wrote back 'drop me a line and I’ll see what we can do to help you out, because 
you’re a charity'. So that’s a new relationship that we developed that may result in some 
monetary value for us, which is brilliant.   
 
Advocacy 
This is my favourite part; advocacy. Who are your influential followers that you could use to 
become advocates for you? Drum and bass legend, Goldie came into Contact a couple of 
months ago to do some work with our young people. We found him on Twitter and thanked 
him for coming and he wrote back to us, 'yeah, it was brilliant and some really great talent 
in Manchester'. We’ve started communicating with him now, so we’re developing that 
relationship and he’s an influential person.   
 
Another example is Anthony Cotton from Coronation Street who came in to see the show 
about three months ago. We struck up a conversation on Twitter with him saying 'thanks 
for coming' and went down to the bar, papped him, stuck it on Twit Pic, got all that out and 
again he’s been back quite regularly to Contact since then. So that is another new 



relationship we’ve developed in that way.   
 
A note about perception: I mentioned before the number of Twitter lists that you’re on, but 
actually what’s more interesting is what types of Twitter lists you’re on. Conact is on about 
120 lists now and some of them are really obvious, things like arts, Manchester, culture 
and others are less obvious – digital world, clubbing, music, which I think this is in itself is 
a really interesting branding exercise. 
 
And just before I finish and hand over to Jane, I just want to bring you back to the video 
that we showed at the start of  
So we’re actually going to take questions at the end, but this is me, if you want to find me 
on Twitter I’m @_clairewill if you want to follow me and we will be taking questions at the 
end, but I would like to hand over to Jane now. 
 
JANE FINNIS 
Metrics measure success ... well, do they?   
 
Culture 24 works for a lot of different gallery and heritage organisations, and whatever the 
questions are about measuring online, the answer always seems to be 'visitor numbers'. 
That’s a problem, I think, that we all share and we need to unpack that a bit. When you’re 
looking at metrics, particularly website metrics, there are different packages you can use 
that use different systems.  
 
Google Analytics is a code-based system, you put into your site and it tracks a code. A lot 
of people use log based systems, and if you’re comparing stats that are coming from those 
two different systems, they will be completely different. Log-based systems are on average 
about 40% higher than Google Analytics. Organisations like the DCMS who collect stats 
from national museums, and Arts Council England, will be asking people what are your 
visitor numbers, what are your page impressions and the relationships between the 
different numbers will depend on what packages people are using and how that package is 
set up. When you actually start to interrogate any of that, it’s very difficult to find any parity 
and most of the statistics are full of rubbish and lies, and they’re not segmented and the 
whole thing is really a bit of a mess.  
 
In my opinion, metrics don’t really measure any sort of success, because they’re not really 
about engagement. The two questions I think that we need to get back to when we’re 
thinking about all this stuff:  

• is what are you trying to do; and  
• who are you trying to do it for?   

 
If you know the answers to those two questions, you can set out how you’re going to do it 
and then set out the criteria in your system that you’re using and whatever platform you’re 
developing to track that. Now that is blindingly obvious in real world marketing campaigns, 
you’ve all probably been doing this for years, but it’s not something that often happens in 
the online world.  
 
What often happens is people will start to experiment, start to explore, start to do stuff and 
they won’t have, in their online mind, a question, a clear objective, it’s all still quite 
generalised. And that makes it really difficult when you’re trying to extract any meaningful 
information.  
 
 
 
I posed these problems I’ve been dealing 
with to a list that I’m on and got a group of 

Science Museum
Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery 



people together (organisations opposite), 
and we came to the conclusion that we all 
had a very similar set of problems: we all 
weren’t sure what we were measuring, we 
were all unsure about which system to use, 
we were unsure what to report, we were 
unsure within our management structures 
and our funding agencies what were the 
questions, were we being asked the right 
questions.  
 
So we got together had collaboratively 
funded an action research project, which 
had the kick-off meeting a couple of weeks 
ago.   
 

Tate 
British Museum 

Kew  
National Maritime Museum

Imperial War Museum 
National Portrait Gallery 

Watershed
Royal Shakespeare Company 

National Museums Scotland
National Museums Wales 

Design Museum  
English Heritage

DCMS
Arts Council of England

Heritage Lottery Fund 
Museums Libraries and Archives Council 

(MLA)
University of Leicester 

Nesta 
We’re working with a couple of experts from outside the sector. One of the, Seb Chan from 
the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney always makes the point that it’s always about patterns 
with all of these things, it’s not about the raw numbers. It’s about are those people, maybe 
a small number of people but those hundred people, are they the right people and that’s 
way more meaningful than 10,000 who are the wrong people. We’ve also been working 
with an agency called Nixon McInnis who are working voluntarily for us and have started 
building a framework for mapping social media.  
 
The Culture 24 website is mapped in Google Analytics. People who search for Culture 24 
have this experience:  

 
Google has recently changed the way that this page displays. They’ve now made the 
localness of results have priority in the listing. So, if you’re searching for Roman swords in 



the UK, it used to be that American sites could compete and would get dominance over 
local stuff. Now it will always show local results above international ones and they’ve also 
changed the way that they’re displaying: you see the list in blue under your home, which is 
Home Culture 24, that’s what Google is deciding are the most important parts of your 
website. You can’t put those there, Google puts them there based on what your users 
actually do. You can ask Google to remove them, if it’s picking up something that’s not 
important, but Google thinks that we are about museums at night, places to go, contact us, 
about us and teachers. Those are sections on our website and I’m quite happy with that 
and that reflects what my stats tell me that is the most popular of our sub sections, so it all 
makes sense.  
 
That in itself is telling you something about what users are doing on your site. We also 
track content. Most people will come to our site via search for some stuff. If you’re 
someone that has a lot of exhibitions, dealing with a lot of artists, a lot of touring shows, 
people will be searching for the names that are coming to your venue. They may not be 
looking for your venue; they may find you because you’re taking that exhibition. So we 
track content searches. In this case this is a section we’ve got about the Battle of Britain. 
 
 
I then go into Google Analytics and follow that through into the analytics, using segments. 
 
I’ve set up a segment that tracks brand (below) Segments are very easy to use, easy to 
set up, you can play with it, you can’t break it, you can test things out, you can try it. I’ve 
set up a segment that says 'show me people that come directly to the URL, people who 
search for Culture 24 with and without the space'.  



 
Out of a total of a million, this is over a six month period, it’s about patterns, so it’s got to 
be a reasonable amount of time. Three months is probably a minimum, six months is a 
good length of time to track stuff. Out of that million visitors, 176,000 were people that 
came through a brand search, 16%, it’s okay, not bad, not great really, but it’s showing us 
that our biggest audience and the places that we can probably have the most impact is 
perhaps on the content side of the website.  
 
We run this campaign, Museums at Night and I did the same activity in the two weeks up 
to Museums at Night, so this campaign, unlike the rest of our Culture 24 website had a lot 
of real world PR activities; people setting up press releases, interviews on the radio, etc. I 
mapped that brand segment against the two weeks before the campaign, and it's 30%. So 
I can see from this how my real-world activities are affecting what’s happening to people 
looking for me.  
 
When you look at your visitor numbers in Google Analytics, it gives you the total visitor 
numbers, that's what most people get stuck on that overview page. But that will include all 
of the countries that come to visit you. UK is the top, that’s good, the rest of them, if you’re 
a UK-funded organisation and you’re not directly involved in a tourism activity or you’re 
trying to attract users in from outside, is noise. It is noise that is polluting your stats; it’s not 
really giving you a genuine understanding of what’s happening. There's a museum in the 
States that has a lot of content in Spanish, aimed at an educational audience. It was being 
really well picked up, they were really pleased, but when they drilled down into the web 
stats they realised that the actual country of origin for that traffic was outside of the US, it 
was actually over somewhere in Asia where there was a school that was learning Spanish 
and picking up their resources and using it. 
 
Locality, particularly if you’re funded to attract local audiences, is really important and you 
can go a lot further than just countries. This is a section of our site about the south east of 
England, we’re working with Tourism South East, who are running a campaign called Here 
Is A Museum. They want to know is their campaign attracting people in the south east of 
England to come to this page, or is it attracting people from London to come to the south 
east or what is it doing? We can track the traffic to this page, again using a segment.  
 
 
 



 
These are the top seven places; Brighton is the one place that they’re successfully 
engaging some local people, through our website anyway. Birmingham and Manchester, 
when I saw this I thought 'oh no, they’re going to be really pissed off, this is not what they 
want' and then she looked at it and says 'that’s fantastic, we did some local press adverts 
in Birmingham and Manchester, that’s really good, that obviously worked'. So again it’s 
back to what were they trying to do, they knew they were targeting London, Manchester, 
Birmingham, this result is demonstrating to them that it’s doing it. It’s also telling them what 
they’re not doing, the places where through this campaign they’re not reaching other 
people in the south east.  
 
If you’ve got shows like the ones happening at Contact where you’re actually inviting local 
young people to come in, you could look back through your Google Analytics and see the 
people visiting that page, where are they coming from, literally to a city level. The key to 
getting inside your analytics a bit better is defining what you do and who you’re doing it for 
and using the kind of tools, using that kind of segmenting in analytics, thinking about what 
you set out to do, finding out if you did it, and making changes.  
 
There are many other tools you can use to look at your sites, to do comparisons. A site 
called Compete is free if you look at six month periods. If you want to look at longer 
periods of time you have to pay. I have no idea how they count the numbers, but what’s 
interesting is the patterns. You could put three websites into it and I’ve picked three 
national museums, the Science Museum, the British Museum and the V&A. They’re all 
pretty much going along nicely with each other. Interesting dip same place, that’s the last 
summer holiday, it all went down for everybody, goes up, goes down at Christmas.   
 



 
 
Those are the interesting patterns. You can track yourself, you can see, work out who you 
think your competitors are, put them in, have a look, see what’s going on, see where you 
are, you might be surprised, you might be upset, but that information is useful to you in 
kind of understanding where to put your efforts. 
 
Alexa.com, is an American-based system that does ranking. It’s very US-centric, but it’s 
still quite interesting, you can look at your traffic rank in the UK. Just using us as an 
example here, because it didn't seem fair to pick on anybody else, but again you can look 
at the ranking of other people, you can see how Alexa will rank you within all of the sites in 
the UK-based on the number of links into your site, the amount of traffic that they see 
going through. It’s an interesting thing to do, like ego surfing – putting your name into 
Google.  
 
Sharing content via RSS is quite an easy thing to do. Most blogs are set up to do it 
automatically. You can set up alerts in Google that will track mentions of your content, your 
name, your brand. We track Culture 24 in Google Alerts. You could do this with Google 
desktop, where you log in, set up key words, maybe your name, the name of artist or the 
name of a show. And every time anybody mentions you in the social worlds it will email 
you and give you all of those links, which is really interesting. It works really nicely on 
blogs, when people are mentioning you on blogs and that’s a really nice way to see what 
buzz is going on around you.  
 
Tweet Deck on Twitter is great for monitoring hash tags, monitoring mentions, watching 
what’s going on, following those conversations so that you can see what’s happening and 
you can intervene, you can answer questions, you can be there. We archive all our 
Tweets. Something called Twin Box will archive them all directly into your Outlook as 
they’re happening and you can download them as a CSV file. You can key word search 
them and put them in groups and do whatever it is you’re trying to do, whatever question 
you’re trying to prove or answer.  
 
Tweet Reach is very similar to Twitteriffic – it looks at reach, so you can see your last fifty 
Tweets, what’s the potential reach of that. That’s particularly useful if you’ve got some kind 



of buzz activity happening, a big event going on that you think it’s going to be interesting, 
you can see what the reach is. Check you are using the right keywords, have you really 
made that message interesting enough? 
 
Klout is fun. It is slightly different from the others, because it looks at personas and it’s 
incredibly accurate, I’ve got no idea how it works, it’s weird metrics. Seb Chan’s  
Klout persona, says: 'he’s a specialist, he may not be a celebrity, but within his area of 
expertise his opinion is second to none, so he is a bit of an expert, content is likely to focus 
around a specific topic or industry with a highly focused engaged audience'. That’s exactly 
right, he’s big into blogging with a really strong, engaged audience.   
 
I did similar ones for Culture 24, me and the Royal Court, because I picked them up. 
'Culture 24 is a pundit, you don’t just share the news, you create the news', well, that’s 
fantastic, it was amazingly accurate. Of me it says well I get it but I’m not really doing very 
much with it, which is true, because I’m just way too busy most of the time. Royal Court: 
'connect to a constant source of information to friends and co-workers'. Now I don’t know 
whether that’s what they want to be, but obviously whatever they’re doing within their 
persona, how they’re doing it, it’s coming out as being a source of information to friends 
and co-workers, which is being monitored and looked at in that way. If you’re tweeting, go 
in and put your name in, put other people’s names in, see what persona you come out at. 
If Culture 24 had come out as a connector we’re clearly doing something wrong, we’re 
setting out as a website to promote museums and galleries.   
 
Putting it all together  
With the Museums at Night campaigns we did, it was a tiny budget. We had £75K to run a 
whole national campaign, which ended up with 85,000 people going to 350 events in 
different museums. It was a real-world activity with an online campaign and we did all of 
the co-ordination of the whole campaign – we didn't run the events, but we co-ordinated all 
the rest. The only way we got any successful publicity was because we didn't take the 
Museums at Night brand as our message, we put that away and we put away Culture 24. 
The whole story of Museums at Night was the individual activities of the museums 
themselves. This museum was opening late, this sleepover was happening, the 
government art section was opening for the first time, the Staffordshire hoard was on 
display, you could go and do speed dating in this gallery. Those were the conversations, 
those were the messages, where will you be, where will you be going. Not Museums at 
Night is this fantastic campaign, you must come. 
 
It is a very different way of putting the content first, which drives the whole idea of social 
media. One of the things around starting to do any kind of framework is mapping your 
activities to your actual objectives of your organisation. There’s often a disconnection 
between what’s happening with the management and what’s happening with whoever’s 
doing the Tweeting. Look at what the objectives are of our organisation, who are we trying 
to reach? What are we trying to do with them? And then looking at the platforms to ask 
yourself 'well, where are those people, which platform are they on?' Not 'we need a 
Facebook page, we need a Flickr account, we need a YouTube channel',  
 
Here’s a little bit of the framework that we started to put together with Nixon McInnis 
through the previously mentioned action research project. It’s at the beginning now. We’ve 
agreed the scope and priorities, and we’re going to now put this into practice across all of 
those twenty organisations for the next six months and then share the results. This is the 
framework we’re looking at, looking at internal objectives and external objectives.   
 
 



When you want to look at what the outcomes might be, you can then map back against 
that.   
 

 
The internal ones are almost more powerful, I think, because if you get this bit right, the 
external stuff starts to happen.   



 
 
That social media framework was started off by Jenni at Nixon McInnis and she shared 
that on her slide share: www.slideshare.net/jennilloyd  
 
The Internet Advertising Bureau recently launched a framework for social media, it’s 
dominated by the commercial sector, but worth looking at.   
 
Seb’s blog is very good – it’s called Fresh and New at Powerhouse.  
 
This book is fantastic, it costs £16, I’ve got no reason to tell you to buy it, I wish I’d written 
it, but it’s brilliant. If you’re using Google Analytics it’s a really good starting point to find 
your way into using segments and to setting up goals: 

 

 
 



[Floor opens for questions] 
 
Alice, Sherman Cymru, Cardiff. I’m just thinking out loud, so forgive me if I’m a bit vague. I 
just wonder if, with all of this stuff, is there a gap in how we’re reporting to funders, 
because eventually we have to do that and if they’re not recognising the things that we’re 
saying are really important, is there a gap between that and how we’re funded. Also in 
terms of all of the cuts and everything, are we in danger of talking ourselves out of having 
venues and live performance if we’re saying there’s as much engagement online and via 
other activity? 
 
Are we saying that? I haven’t heard anybody say that last point. 
 
I think just in terms of saying that engagement online is as important for us as bums on 
seats, if that’s followed through to a sort of a conclusion ... 
 
JANE 
I would take another slant on it which is with all of the cuts, you have to ask yourself is 
your online activity actually working for you and does it warrant the effort and money that 
you’re putting into it and if you’re going to cut something, cut the things that don’t work. 
Now, clearly not having an online presence in the current world is not an option, but 
whether you engage staff times in numerous social media channels is an option.  You 
might decide, okay, I’m only going to do Twitter or I’m only going to do Facebook, because 
this is the one that translates into tickets. 
 
CLAIRE 
I think from Contact’s point of view it’s quite interesting, we always try and keep a balance, 
because our audience is so mixed and yeah, we lead the way a lot of the time with new 
technology, not just in the art, but we’re trying to use as much as we can in marketing.  But 
we’re always trying to keep a balance of the more traditional methods of marketing as well, 
because we’re aware that a lot of our audiences don’t have access to online.  
 
I think another interesting point to make is job roles and how the weight of social media 
and online communications is constantly changing within marketing teams.  Our 
communications officer who used to be a media officer very much focused on printed 
press, I’m literally looking at his job role every week now, in terms of the weighting that is 
spend on online comms versus printed press and other PR.  We’re just constantly having 
to evaluate it and work out if he should really be spending ten hours a week ringing up 
national press, trying to get press coverage, or is actually that a waste of time, he should 
be doing more online.  It’s a really really interesting time for marketing teams and I would 
recommend that you’re constantly working with your teams and within your teams to look 
at that balance.   
 
JANE 
The other bit of your question ... Is there a gap? There’s a huge gap.  Some organisations 
still report to the DCMS in terms of hits.  Why? it doesn’t tell you anything, doesn’t tell you 
anything useful anyway.  I think your question implied a  danger with the funding cut, there 
is a danger within all of this that this kind of thing becomes like a league table, which of 
course is immensely unhelpful, because it’s not about numbers, it’s about genuine 
examples of engagement.  [To Claire] I mean I don’t even think what you’re doing is really 
marketing, it’s so content driven, I wouldn’t call it marketing. 
 
CLAIRE 
Yes, it goes back to what I was saying at the beginning about how I feel that contact 
marketing is not marketing anymore, it’s becoming the art, it’s the core of what we do as 
an organisation now. 



Helen, Citizens Theatre, Glasgow. Just a really practical question, how accurate do you 
think the geographical information is in Google Analytics for where people are coming 
from, because I thought that it was more to do with where the servers are? 
 
CLAIRE 
It’s got better. 
 
I think maybe we come up with Manchester and we’re in Glasgow, just because of where 
our information’s from, so I’ve wanted to use that information in the past, but I’ve always 
said to our senior management that we can’t rely on that. 
 
CLAIRE 
It used to be a bit dodgy, it’s got better recently, but I mean because it’s Google, they’re 
improving it all the time. 
 
Chris Wood, Chair: I had a question, it struck me that neither of you mentioned 
email when we were talking about this. Is that because email just really isn’t relevant 
for the sorts of marketing that we’re involved with or is it actually one thing that’s 
very difficult to measure? 
 
 
JANE 
Interesting. It’s one of the easiest to measure. We use Mail Chimp for all our newsletters 
and it’s fantastic, tracks everything, opens, clicks, everything. I think it’s relevant, but it’s 
not new. 
 
CLAIRE 
We’ve started using something called Mad Mimi, which I believe Baba brought it in. It’s 
from America, I believe it was used in the music industry, but it’s similar to Mail Chimp, so 
in terms of analytics and traffic it’s really great. 
 
An interesting note is that yes, we’re using that for external emails for communicating to 
stakeholders and audiences, but we’re just starting to look for ways of communicating 
internally that aren’t email based.  We’re starting to look at a couple of them at the 
moment, I can’t remember what they’re called, but if anybody’s got any examples of that 
I’d be really delighted to hear them. 
 
JANE 
Like a Ning or something? 
 
CLAIRE 
It’s not a Ning. Yes, I suppose it’s a bit like sort of sharing, live sharing on there. 
 
JANE 
Like Base Camp. 
 
CLAIRE 
Yes, something similar to Base Camp, yeah. I don’t know whether that's the way people 
are going to start communicating internally more and more, I mean I just find that I’ve got 
thousands of emails in my in box and they’re not necessary.  I don’t think it’s the way to go 
any more in terms of internal, but certainly external, yes. 
 
JANE 
It is a shock, though, when you actually look at how many people actually open the emails 
that you send, that was a big shock when I first started getting the figures back. Because 



you think 'oh great, we’ve got eight thousand people on our mailing list', and you report 
that to your board and report that to the DCMS, but actually you’ve got an open rate of 
20%, which is actually quite a good open rate, 20%.  In commercial terms that would be 
successful, but you need somebody to tell you that. 
 
Jo, London Symphony Orchestra;  my question is really, not that I have a problem with it, 
but just in case people are: have you ever had any battles with any board members or 
managing directors or anyone who is demanding that you show them how this stuff is 
reacting on the bottom line, and how would you deal with that. 
 
CLAIRE 
I’ll go, it’s an easy answer for me, because Contact is really not that sort of place, which is 
great. However, just going back to what I was saying in my presentation was I’m aware 
that people do need to be able to justify that to their boards, to their funders, to 
themselves. Actually the thing that I find most interesting is showing people the new 
relationships and the new partnerships that have come about, and then what they’ve 
turned into and what the results of those are.  So there are other ways of doing it that 
aren’t just numbers and I suppose that could be quite alien to some people who don’t 
understand it initially.  But showing results is always the best way, isn’t it? I mean if I went 
into our board and said we’ve got a server at half price, because of this conversation and 
this is how it developed, I’m sure they’d be really chuffed at that, so it’s another good 
example of how to keep a log of those conversations. 
 
[Inaudible] My perceptions of Twitter and Facebook have completely changed, I think. I’m 
one of the ones that probably were very dubious about it. A simple question, what do you 
do with content control, so someone says that show was rubbish, do you respond or do 
you just let them have a rant and you don’t encourage any further bad feeling? 
 
CLAIRE 
I went to the Museums Association Conference, it was probably about five years ago, now 
and I remember one of the keynote speakers said – it was the first time I heard anybody 
say this in PR – 'you have to relinquish control online'. And I nearly had a heart attack, 
because I was like 'this is changing my entire world, this is not what I’m used to and I didn't 
think I could ever do that', but you absolutely have to. An example of what’s happened at 
Contact recently, we have quite controversial productions on, so people do often complain 
and they’re not happy with what we show sometimes, that’s the nature of the work we do 
and in the past and we’ve had comments online, through social media, through our 
website. Now we actually invite the people back in again, have a conversation with them 
about it and actually we’ve invited people to programme their own contact on the back of 
that.  It’s about being creative with those comments, I think. 
 


